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PCC Operations Plan during COVID-19 Restrictions 

Effective June 29, 2020 

Detailed herein is the current operating plan for the Parkside Community Center (PCC).  This 

plan is reflective of consideration of all guidance provided through current public health orders 

and CCOB variances related to the current COVID-19 pandemic response.  As these 

guidelines are frequently changing to reflect current status and conditions, this operations 

plan remains subject to change as the PCC Staff and the Board of Directors deem 

necessary and appropriate.   As we safely and responsibility provide access to selected 

amenities, each amenity will have restrictions for use, and as necessary will require 

reservations for resident use.   

General Safety Requirements for Facility Use:  

1. Use of the facility is solely at each resident’s risk. 

2. Following all PCC general rules and the specific rules in this PCC Operations Plan is a condition 
of resident use of the PCC facilities.  Any violation of these rules may result in resident facility 
privileges being immediately suspended for 30 days.   

3. Residents are expected to follow these modified rules governing the use of the PCC and other 
AHCA amenities.  PCC Staff will not continually monitor all facility usage, but will make periodic 
rounds throughout the day.  

4. Residents experiencing any symptoms of illness or having experienced symptoms of illness in 
the past 48 hours shall not come to the PCC, and will not be admitted.  

5. All residents entering the PCC will be required to wear a protective mask covering their mouth 
and nose (resident must provide their own mask) within the PCC facilities whenever social 
distancing of six (6) feet or more cannot be maintained, except for those under 3 years of age, 
or when wearing a mask would compromise an individual’s health or ability to participate in a 
fitness activity. 

6. No guests will be allowed during this phase of operations. 

7. Disinfectant spray bottles will be provided to every resident at check-in to use during their visit, 

and towels will be available throughout the facility. Residents will be required to clean-off all 

equipment surfaces that they have come in contact with once they finish using the equipment. 

8. PCC hours of operations will be limited during this time to ensure proper staffing and to allow 

time for necessary sanitizing and cleaning. 

9. Access to the PCC will be limited to the YMCA Day Camp in MP1-3, and to 35 total residents in 

the fitness center. YMCA program participants will check-in at the south entrance only (door by 

the kitchen), and residents using the fitness center will check-in at the north entrance front desk 

(staff will enter their number). Until you are admitted, you will be asked to maintain proper social 

distancing while waiting in line for check-in.  
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10. Access to the PCC pool will be limited and all residents will have to reserve time to utilize the 

pools. Only residents with a reservation will be allowed into the pool facility. Residents are 

asked to arrive no more than 10 minutes prior to their reservation start time.  Until you are 

admitted, you will be asked to maintain proper social distancing while waiting in line for check-in.  

11. The resident use of all indoor furniture throughout the PCC will be prohibited during this phase 

of operations.   

12. No cash handling will take place during this phase of PCC operations.  

13. Vending machines, water fountains and the community coffee bar area will be closed.  

 

Indoor Fitness Area Usage: 

1. During this phase of operations, indoor fitness area activities will be limited to usage of the 

cardio equipment (steppers, elliptical, treadmills, and spin bikes) and weightlifting equipment.  

No other equipment will be accessible for workouts.  Some individual equipment may be 

blocked off from use in order to maintain social distancing. 

2. Due to manufacturers’ restrictions on the safe operation of fitness equipment, no resident under 

the age of 14 will be permitted into the PCC fitness areas.  

3. Masks may be removed when using the fitness area, but social distancing must be maintained.  

Masks must be worn when using the bathrooms and when leaving the fitness area/facility, 

unless wearing a mask would compromise an individual’s health.  

4. The number of residents allowed to simultaneously use the indoor fitness area will be limited to 

35 during this phase of PCC operations, based on the equipment available and the ability to 

maintain proper social distancing while using the equipment. No more than 5 individual 

residents will be allowed to use the weightlifting area at any given time.  Residents will be asked 

to monitor their own usage of this area, and expected to wait before entering the area if this limit 

has been reached.    

5. Options to limit risk for residents at a higher risk for severe illness from COVID 19 can be 

accommodated by contacting the PCC Staff. 

 

Pool Facility Usage:  

1. During this phase of operations, pool usage will be limited to lap swimming, and recreational 

swimming with social distancing. The slide will not be accessible during this phase of 

operations.   

2. Lifejackets and kickboards will not be available during this phase of operations. Residents are 

responsible for bringing their own as needed. 

3. Residents will be required to wear a mask when entering the pool facility, except for those under 

3 years of age, or when wearing a mask would compromise an individual’s health. Residents 

must remove their mask when entering the water, and must maintain a minimum of six (6) feet 
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social distancing at all times while in the water (except for individuals living in the same 

household).  

4. The total number of individual swimmers that will be allowed in the pool area (including both the 

recreational pool and lap swimming pool) will be limited to 50 individuals, excluding  staff and 

lifeguards. 

5. Lap swimming will be limited to one swimmer per lane.  No other activity will be allowed in the 

lap swimming lanes. 

6. Pool furniture and deck space will be distanced at least ten (10) feet between family groups in 

order to maintain proper distancing and room for movement around chairs.  These individual 

areas will be available for one family group (those living in the same household) during their 

reservation.  Pool furniture may not be moved between areas. 

7. Pool facility usage will be based on a time slot reservation sign-up system (RecDesk).  The pool 

facilities will be divided into two “zones”: lap swimming, and recreational swimming.  Each 

reservation must be made in one zone, and residents are not permitted to move between zones 

during their visit. 

8. Reservations will be available in fixed time blocks of 45 minutes for lap swimming, and 1 ½ 

hours for recreational swimming, separated by a 15-minute break in each zone for cleaning. 

9. Reservations will be opened at noon each day, three days in advance.  The ability to reserve an 

open time block will close one hour prior to the reservation time. For example, Thursday 

reservations for 10am will be made available at noon on Monday, and will close Thursday at 

9am.   

10. Our first priority is to enable as many family units as we can access to the pool each week.  Our 

second priority is to use as many of the 50 reservations available for each 1 ½ time block are as 

we can.  To accomplish this, priority will be given to allow each household  to make individual 

reservations for the recreational pool for only one time block each week (each individual living in 

the household may make an identical reservation during the same time slot, space permitting). If 

you are late for your reservation you may not be admitted into the pool. If an individual or 

members of the same household are late for their reservation, do not cancel by 4pm the day 

prior to the reservation time, or fail to show for their reserved time, this will count against their 

time block for the week and they will not be able to make a reservation for the following week. 

11.  If 50 reservations have not been made for each 1 ½ time slot by 3 hours prior to the start of the 

time slot, then a family unit who has already been to the pool will be able to make reservations 

for those open reservation slots.   Any family unit using the pool for a second time or more 

during the week who fails to show up for their second or more reserved time will be disqualified 

to sign up again during the following 3-day period of time. 

12. .   If a family unit has reserved a time for Saturday or Sunday and fails to show or cancel by 4pm 

the day prior  hours in advance, this family unit will be disqualified to sign up for the following 

Saturday or Sunday. 

13. Each individual resident may make up to 2 reservations per week for lap swimming. 
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12. In the event of a pool closure due to weather (electrical storm), all pool users will be asked to 

leave the pool area and PCC, and return to their cars or homes (residents may not wait in the 

PCC). 

a. If the closure occurs during the first thirty (30) minutes of a reservation time block, users 

will be asked to return in 30 minutes, weather permitting, to finish their reservation.  

b. If the closure occurs after the first thirty (30) minutes of a reservation time block, the 

interrupted reservation will end. Any other reservations affected by the closure will also 

be canceled, and residents will be informed.  

13. In the event of an extended pool closure due to a storm or other incident resulting in a cancelled 

reservation, residents will be allowed to schedule a replacement reservation in the same week, 

space permitting. 

14. Aquatics staff will only check-in residents who have a reservation, no walk-ups will be permitted.  

If a household is checking in, all members of the household are required to be present to check-

in together at the pool gate just to the north of the main PCC entrance.   

15. Pool facility hours of operation, available time blocks in each pool, and instructions for making 

reservations on RecDesk will be published separately by the PCC staff, and will be subject to 

adjustment to accommodate necessary changes in operations. 

 

Locker Rooms, Showers, Bathrooms, Drinking Fountains: 

1. Drinking fountains will be closed; please bring your own water. 

2. Lockers within locker rooms will be closed, but showers and bathrooms in locker rooms will be 

open, and may be used only by those in the pool area. 

3. The outdoor pool shower will be open for residents with pool reservations.  However, all 

residents are encouraged to shower prior to coming to the pool. 

4. PCC upstairs facility bathrooms may be used by those in the upstairs fitness and weightlifting 

zones only. 

5. Bathrooms near MP rooms/outside the gym may be used only by the YMCA day campers when 

they are using the facility. When the YMCA day campers are not onsite, these bathrooms may 

be used by indoor fitness area users. 

6. The PCC family bathroom will be available for those using the indoor fitness area.   It is 

encouraged to use the bathrooms at your home in advance of your workout at the PCC. 

 

Other Indoor PCC Facility Usage: 

1. Kid Care, Lounge, and Lobby amenities will remain closed during this phase. 

2. The portion of the gym not utilized for fitness equipment will remain closed. 

3. Usage of the MP Rooms will be limited to YMCA programs, as detailed in “Other Programs” 

below.    
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Outdoor Parks/Tennis Courts/Basketball/Volleyball Court:  

1. Tennis and basketball courts are open per State guidelines, with no more than 25 people on 

each court at one time.  Signage will be updated.  

2. Playgrounds and athletic fields are open per State guidelines, allowing activities in groups of no 

more than 10 people.   

 

Events and Programming: 

1. Events:  Previously scheduled events have been postponed until further notice; some events 

(concerts/garage sale) have been rescheduled to August and September. Lifestyle events and 

offerings will remain on a virtual based offering, and through “grab and go”/home based options, 

i.e.; Food Truck Night at the PCC.  

2. Swim Lessons:  In order to serve as many residents in recreational swimming as possible, no 

swim lessons will be offered in 2020. 

3. Swim Team:  The CARA Swim League has canceled their season and will resume in the 2021 

summer.  

4. Other Programs:  Summer Day Camp (YMCA) will began Monday, June 22.  

 

Additional Information: 

1. Current PCC operating hours and time blocks available for each area of the PCC, and the 

current PCC Operations Plan can be accessed at http://myahca.com under internal 

documents/PCC Operations Plan.  

2. Reservations for PCC activities can be made through RecDesk, at 

http://anthemhighlands.recdesk.com  

3. Suggestions or comments may be submitted to: 

Community Manager, Elizabeth Ward, eward@ccmcnet.com 

Maintenance Manager, Scott Stewart, sstewart@ccmcnet.com  

Lifestyle Directors, Laura Lantzy, llantzy@ccmcnet.com 

 

Please see below to review available resources and guidelines surrounding COVID-19: 

CCOB: https://www.broomfield.org/3123/COVID-19-Information 

State of Colorado: https://covid19.colorado.gov/ 

CDC: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html  
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